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[THIS EMAIL ORIGINATED OUTSIDE OF CAPITAL HEALTH]
Hi Dr. Hasan,
This is
a graduate of 2016, currently practicing Oncology Hospitalist as an assistant professor at Fox chase cancer
center. Since the time I have started practicing, not a single day may have passed by without the remembrance of the
program, it’s robust clinical teaching and just a very nice place to learn and grow. The colleagues and mentors we
worked with, is to be cherished for the rest of our life. The confidence and clinical acumen on day one of the attending
life were just remarkable for most of us in the class and indeed its great testimony of the training we have received at
the place we still call it home.
The principles nurtured during residency training both on a clinical and humane level has been extremely helpful in
shaping all of our lives by not just making a very competent physician but overall a very compassionate human being. I
continue to cherish the story of a hypothetical patient on the day of our graduation ceremony about Mr. Jones and I
have strived hard enough to live a life which would touch many more like Mr. Jones; On the same note, I truly relish
working here at Fox Chase, treating the despaired and sickest souls, trying to make whatever little difference I can make
in the lives of my patient and their loved ones.
I remember a quote of yours from the exit interview – “It’s all about communication”. Drs. Goldsmith and Vypritskaya
really worked hard on the same skill which I believe is the key to success in any realm of life.
We also came across the video of the program and yours, it’s just a very nostalgic and testament of the great
milestones we have achieved so far and many more to come down the road. Thanks for refreshing memories of our
former second home. I can keep going on and on but will need to contain my emotion and sentiment, will like to
conclude by saying that, I would be more than happy to serve the program and its resident in whatever capacity I can.
Looking forward to seeing you all soon
, MD
Assistant Professor, Department of Medicine
Fox Chase Cancer Center
333 Cottman Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19111

